ABSTRACT. The method of Acoustic Wavefield Imaging (AWI) offers many advantages over conventional ultrasonic techniques for nondestructive evaluation, and also provides a means of incorporating fixed ultrasonic sensors used for structural health monitoring into subsequent inspections. AWI utilizes these fixed sensors as wave sources and an externally scanned ultrasonic transducer (or laser interferometer) as a receiver to acquire complete waveform data over the surface. When displayed as time-dependent images, these signals show the propagation of acoustic waves through a structure and subsequent interactions of these waves with both defects and structural geometry. Defect areas appear as stationary scattering sources on these images, but such scattered wave energy is often obscured by the stronger incident acoustic wavefield. The objective of the work presented here is to develop multidimensional signal processing algorithms to enhance the appearance of structural defects on wavefield images via removal of the incident wave. Results are presented for analysis of images from aluminum plate and solid laminate composite specimens.
INTRODUCTION
There has been extensive research on monitoring the integrity of critical structures using guided waves due to their ability to propagate long distances with low attenuation [1] . Such waves can be generated and received using a permanently attached sparse array of piezoelectric discs or patches, with signals being monitored for changes over time [2, 3] . Received signals are often very complex for engineering structures which typically contain varying thicknesses, finite boundaries, and geometrical discontinuities. Various algorithms have been proposed to determine if the structure has changed from a baseline state and to localize damage [3, 4] , but quantification of damage using only attached transducers is a significant challenge.
Here we consider supplementing large area, sparse array monitoring with subsequent inspection methods to localize and quantify detected damage [5] . One attractive approach is to employ the attached transducers as acoustic wave sources, and then record and analyze the resulting acoustic wave fields propagating within the structure. Such wave fields can be recorded by measuring the disturbances caused by the wavefield on the surface of the specimen using either a scanned external transducer or a scanning laser interferometer system [6, 7, 8] . This technique is referred to as Acoustic Wavefield Imaging (AWI), and has the advantage of not requiring any structural disassembly. Work to date has demonstrated the viability of the AWI method for detecting damage in simple and multilayer structures [9] . This paper considers the problem of processing wavefield images to remove the incident waves, thereby enhancing any scattered waves resulting from interactions with damage.
SUMMARY OF ACOUSTIC WAVEFIELD DATA
Wavefield images from a bonded aluminum plate specimen and a composite specimen with orthotropic symmetry were selected for this study. Figure 1 shows AWI results from the bonded aluminum specimen and Figure 2 for the composite specimen. Shown is the acoustic disturbance on the surface of the specimen as guided waves in the structure propagate outward from an attached transducer on the back surface of the specimen. Each time slice captures the wave at a specific time after the source was activated. All data shown in Figures 1 and 2 were acquired with a mechanized scanner using a non-contact, air coupled 400 kHz, 51 mm focal length ultrasonic transducer as receiver, and an attached 2.25 MHz, longitudinally polarized PZT disc as the source. Using broadband excitation of the source transducer, the resulting waveforms at each point over the sample were recorded. The images shown were synthetically reconstructed from these individual waveforms to show the propagation of waves outward from the source. Scattering is evident as the waves interact with impedance discontinuities and the boundaries of the specimen. For the aluminum specimen of Figure 1 , the left half is a single thickness 1.5 mm sheet of aluminum, and the right half consists of two 1.5 mm thick panels bonded together with epoxy. A sparse array of four transducers is attached to the back surface and these appear as dark circles on the reference C-scan image. Further experimental details are reported elsewhere [10] . In Figures 1(b) and 1(c) , note the scattering of the incident wave from the transducer permanently mounted in the lower left quadrant of the specimen. Subsequent analysis will concentrate on removing the incident wave in this region of the specimen to enhance the scattering from this attached transducer.
The composite specimen of Figure 2 is 305 mm square x 3.2 mm thickness and is composed of 5 layers, each with an orthogonal weave and with relative lay-up orientations of [0/90/0/90/0]. Wave fronts are not circular as was the case for the aluminum plate specimen because the wave velocity is significantly greater in the orthogonal 0° and 90° directions; i.e., along the fiber directions, than in the 45° directions. In Figure 2(d) , note the slight scattering at the approximate coordinates of (185,135) due to a bonded transducer on the reverse side of the specimen, which will be the location of interest for subsequent processing.
PROCESSING METHODS
The goal of the signal processing is to remove the strong incident wave from the wavefield images, thereby enhancing the scattering from impedance discontinuities. The basic idea is to remove the strong effects of the incident wave by a trend removal algorithm based on the location of the source transducer. If the wave fronts are circular, the local average of the wave front amplitude along a circular arc centered at the known source location can be computed for each pixel in the image. This local average can then be subtracted to remove the incident wave. However, this method is not applicable to noncircular wave fronts, as is the case for the composite specimen of Figure 2 and many real structures. Hence, the approach is to find an effective source location for each pixel of an AWI image that produces the circular wave front that best matches the actual wave front. This effective source location is then used to remove the incident wave for that pixel. The processing steps are described in the following sections.
Wave Normal Calculation
After a given region of the sample is selected for processing, a unit vector that is locally normal to the incident wave front is calculated at each point within the region. This is done by first capturing an image from the wavefield data which includes the leading edge of the wave front based upon the actual wave arrival time. A second image of exactly the same area is then captured by advancing the wavefield by At, which is chosen to be 1 |xs, and the 2D spatial cross-correlation between these two images is computed. Typical wavefield images and the cross-correlation result are shown in Figure 3 . Finally, the cross-correlation image is processed to detect a contiguous region above a preset amplitude threshold, and an eigendecomposition is applied to the moment of inertia tensor of this detected area to obtain the minor axis of the elliptical pattern. A typical ellipse and the corresponding wave normal are illustrated in Figure 3(c) . The result of this step is a set of wave front normal vectors attached to pixels of the wavefield image.
Source Location Estimation
The location of the source is estimated using a set of five normal vectors, one at the pixel of interest and four at the corners of a square centered at this pixel. If the wave fronts were circular and the normal vectors were perfect, then lines passing through each point along the normal vectors would intersect at the true source location. In practice, the wave fronts may not be circular and the normal vectors are not perfect, but these normal vector lines should still point toward an effective source location. Consider a trial source location of (x s y s ) and the following measure of error,
£(W,) = £A0,(W,)
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Here A6>, is the difference in angle between the i' h normal vector and a line connecting the trial source location to the normal vector point. The best source location is determined by minimizing E(x s ,y s ) via the method of steepest descent; the gradient VE(x s ,y s ) is approximated by
VE* [E(x s + As,y s )-E(x s -As,y s )]£ x +[E(x s ,y s + As)-E(x s ,y s -As)]£ y 2As
(2)
where As is an appropriate constant. After this step, each pixel in the image has an associated source location which best explains the local shape of the incident wave fronts.
Incident Wave Removal
The dominating effect of the incident wave may be significantly suppressed by removing the average value of the incident wave front at each pixel location in the AWI image, thereby allowing the scattered ultrasonic waves to become the salient features in the image. This average is computed locally over a small circular arc which is constructed along the wave front. The signal values along this arc, typically ±10 mm in length, are weighted by a linear tapered window function where the least significant weight is assigned to the wave amplitude at the analysis pixel location. The final analysis step is to subtract the average wave amplitude obtained along this arc segment from the wave amplitude recorded at the image pixel location being processed. Results from the anisotropic composite plate are presented in Figure 5 where the region selected for processing shows scattering from an impedance discontinuity caused by a 12.7 mm diameter transducer bonded to the back surface of the specimen. As is evident in Figures 5(a) and 5(b) , the wave fronts are no longer circular, and as shown in Figure 5(c) , removing the incident wave using the true location of the source is not very effective. However, as can be seen in Figure 5(d) , the calculated effective source locations may be used to adequately remove almost all of the incident waves from the image. 
CONCLUSIONS
A processing procedure has been developed and implemented for automatically removing incident waves from acoustic wavefield images and thereby enhancing waves scattered from defects. Its effectiveness has been demonstrated on wavefield data recorded from both an isotropic aluminum plate and an anisotropic composite plate. The particular strength of this technique is that it does not require prior knowledge of either the material under inspection or the actual location of the acoustic source. It is applicable to both the circular wave fronts propagating in an isotropic medium and the non-circular wave fronts that arise from material or structural anisotropy. The limitation of the implementation shown here is that wave fronts are still assumed to be locally circular during the incident wave removal step. Future work should consider relaxing this constraint to more effectively remove incident waves in the presence of severe anisotropy.
